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New version 3.1 2013.1.31 With more features, the size is reduced. Camera: Camera now supports RAW+RAW compression. As for the RAW compression, you can use any RAW compressor you want on the PC side. This function works for both still images and video.
RAW compression supports all Canon cameras. It is released with the latest EOS 5D Mark iii and D60. After RAW compression, you can use the LCD Screen's value as the exposure when you have the LCD Screen's reading. If you use the diaphragm of your lens as the

exposure, you can achieve a good exposure. (The quality of the RAW compression is not full, but it is OK.) Other features: New. Transmission: When you send RAW images by email or Photo Pool, the RAW+RAW compression transmission function is added. Of course,
when you send RAW images on My Pictures, this function is not added. * As for the RAW+RAW compression transmission function, you can select JPEG compression. When you select JPEG compression, you can select "still image" or "video" as the type. You also select
the compression rate. (The compression rate is the percentage that the RAW image is compressed.) However, RAW+RAW compression is achieved by the RAW compressor and the program. I have no control over the RAW compressor you use. It will be the best for the
balance between compression and loss of quality. As for the compression rate, try to select "medium" or "high". On the CD2.5mm, you can set the combination rate. For example, you can set 10% as the combination rate. If you transmit the RAW image once, the RAW

compression will be applied to 10%. Also, when the RAW compression is applied, it will be combined with the transmitted JPEG. * I set the transmission function with the "sync" settings. Save/Recovery: Save and recovery function is added. This function is used to save and
recover the RAW compression type. When you save the RAW compression type, you can also save the RAW image or JPEG image as the RAW compression type. * I set the "transmission" of RAW compression as the "sync" function. Other improvements: New RAW

format function is added. (You need this function to attach the RAW images to an email and Photo Pool.) New function to attach the RAW images to an email. (It is compatible with any
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